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Invisible Borders
Trans-African
Organisation
is an artist-led initiative founded by Emeka Okereke and 

registered as a not-for-profit organisation in Nigeria. The 

Organisation works with artists and Individuals in contributing 

to the patching of numerous gaps and misconceptions posed 

by frontiers within the 54 countries of Africa through art and 

photography. Beyond that, the organisation hopes to expand its 

activities beyond issues that relate to geographic borders and 

other forms of discriminating parameters in photography and 

arts. It is a platform that also stands as a symbol of exchange of 

ideas between cultures and people. Read our manifesto for 

more of our ideals.

Learn More:

http://invisible-borders.com/
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One year ago – around this time, we began our year with publicly announcing the 8th

Edition of the Invisible Trans-African Road Trip. It was no small feat especially

considering that this time, we had chosen almost an impossible route: Lagos to

Maputo by road. Yet, we were excited. We were excited by the prospect of crossing

the threshold to discover our “impossible selves”.

While the project did not go exactly as imagined, we were content, and even

astonished by what we were able to achieve despite the odds. Not only were we

hampered by lack of adequate funds, but the route we had chosen for the road trip

also did not tone down its volatility due to ongoing territorial conflicts.

Yet we were able to make the road trip in such a way that the emphasis on ‘road’

incorporated both its physical, hard-granite, dusty, bumpy nature as well as its fluid,

ephemeral forms – as a process, and a flow, fraught with many thistles of

inconsistencies by which borders – visible and invisible – are sustained. The road

became not only the land surface snaking through towns, cities and countries but also

that which is under and is unified, by the seamlessness of the sky above. Thus, we

were still on a road trip even when we had to go by air because we just couldn't

continue by land.
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However, in all of this, we never lost sight of what was most crucial: the everyday encounters. We met,

conversed and reflected on the lives of the many people who navigate these border conditions and strive

to make values despite the precariousness of their realities. We intersected with stories as we became

one ourselves. This was the biggest achievement of the road trip project, other than the team spirit and

deep sense of togetherness demonstrated by this year’s participants.

The Invisible Borders Trans-African Project is growing stronger by the year. We are happy that in 2018, we

won a grant which would make it possible to have our first major exhibition in Lagos, Nigeria – the way

we have always imagined it: in public space, but also in a space where it raises urgent questions about

the country’s past as a way of understanding the present. Thus, we are kicking off this year with this

exhibition, Re-Imaging Futures, which runs from February 9 to March 10.

What’s more, 2019 marks ten years of the existence of Invisible Borders Trans-African Project. You won’t

be seeing placards all over. What we promise, however, is a series of impactful, transformative projects

which, much to the favour of a larger picture, will equally set the stage and operative context of our

organisation for, at least, its next decade.

Thank you so much for being, one way or the other, part of our 2018 journey. We hope you will come

even further with us in 2019.

Best wishes.

Emeka Okereke,
Artistic Director,
Invisible Borders Trans-African 
Photographers Organisation.
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PROJECTS



The 8th Trans-African Road Trip:
Lagos-Maputo 2018
In 2018, we organised and executed the first phase of the 8th Invisible Borders Trans-

African Road Trip: Lagos – Maputo 2018. In the phase of the project, we worked with

Guest participants and Trans-Border Participants. While the guest participants

travelled and worked with us within their countries, the Trans-Border participants

travelled all the way from Lagos, Nigeria to Kigali, Rwanda, while passing through

Enugu (Nigeria), Ikom (Nigeria), Yola (Nigeria), Ngaoundere (Cameroon), Yaoundé

(Cameroon), Douala (Cameroon) and Goma (Democratic Republic of Congo). Due to

logistics and security challenges, the 2018 road trip saw participants travel by road,

water and air. During all these, the participating artists made over 90 posts (most of

which are in four languages English, French, Portuguese and Swahili) on the dedicated

blog/web app – posts ranging from critical essays to poetry, photo essays, video,

audio podcasts, and many more.

During the road trip, we staged two presentations; one in Yaoundé, Cameroon at the

Ah Bon Hein Cultural Centre, and the other in Kigali at the Kigali Photography Centre.

We also shot and produced a music video for Goma-based Raggae musician, Wanny S-

King; the song is titled, “Welcome to Goma”.
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In 2018, we relaunched the Road Trip App (first 

launched in 2014) as the IB Road Trip App. This app 

served as a medium for the general public to keep up 

with Invisible Borders as we travelled around on the 

8th Trans-African Road Trip, and also get updates on 

the new posts made by the artists on the Road Trip.

The IB Road Trip App
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Business Devices
/ This is the place for subtitle /
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GRANTS & AWARDS



OSIWA
(Open Society Initiative of West Africa)

In 2018, Invisible Borders got a 50,000USD grant from the Open
Society Initiative of West Africa. The grant which went into funding
part of the 8th Invisible Borders Trans-African Road Trip was
specifically concerned with the coverage of drug usage at West
African borders, the production of the post-road trip publications, and
exhibition materials.



APEX ART
International Curatorial Grant

Invisible Borders administrators, Yinka Elujoba and Innocent
Ekejiuba, applied for the 2018 Apex Art International
Curatorial Program grant on behalf of the organisation. The
grant is to exhibit works made during the Borders Within
Road Trips (2016 & 2017) in Lagos. Of over 500 applications,
ours was rated to be the best. The total amount of the grant is
10,000USD.
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PARTNERS



Our Partners

In preparation for our 2018 

project, we approached a number 

of companies and institution for 

partnership or sponsorship. This 

led to a successful partnership 

with Leica Fotografie International, 

Samsung Mobile Nigeria, and 

GoPro. We also partnered with 

Kwanda Art Foundation, 

Yole!Africa and Jibilika Dance 

Trust.
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GoPro

Equipment Partners for the 8th Trans-

African Road Trip

Samsung Mobile,
Nigeria

Equipment Partners for the 8th Trans-

African Road Trip

Leica Fotografie
International

Equipment Partners for the 8th Trans-

African Road Trip

Equipment Partners
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KWANDA
ART
FOUNDATION

Logistic Partner for the 8th Trans-African 

Road Trip

JIBILIKA
DANCE
TRUST

Logistic Partner for the 8th Trans-African 

Road Trip

YOLE!AFRICA

Logistic Partner for the 8th Trans-African 

Road Trip

Logistic Partners
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GROWTH



• Head of Communications

OUT

▪ Head of Operations and Corporate Relations

▪ Head of Communications and Public Relations.

▪ Adjunct Director of Publications

▪ Translators (3)

IN

Team Growth

In the second half of the year, we waved goodbye to our former Head of Communications – who 

left to pursue other dreams. We however grew bigger as a team in 2018, as we added a Head of 

Operations and Corporate Relations, a Head of Communications and Public Relations, an Adjunct 

Director of Publication and three translators to our administrative team.



Our list of contacts grew considerably large. These contacts are not just 

people we dealt and transacted with, but mostly people who were kind 

enough to open their doors, spaces or cities to us during our road trip 

project. We remain grateful to every single one of them. 

Contact Growth
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11.4k 1.8k 2k 6.4k 62k

Due to the increase in our meaningful engagement with our social media communities,

our followership and viewers grew steadily and organically. 

Social Media Reach

viewsfollowersfollowers subscriberslikes



4.6m
Social Media Reach

165
African Artists

62k
YouTube views



App available in 4 languages which

covers most of the continent.

Applicants from more than 22

African countries.

In the beginning of the year, we set out to reach more countries within Africa and

outside Africa. We achieved this by making the contents we put out in our Road Trip

App available in 4 languages: English, French, Portuguese and Swahili; through the help

of our translators. This deliberate attempt of inclusion not only saw our readership and

online communities grow, but it increased the number of countries from where we had

applicants respond to our open call. This year we also took the project to countries we

had never travelled to before: Democratic Republic of Congo and Rwanda.

Continental Penetration
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2019 OUTLOOK



February/March 2019

Lagos Exhibition: Re-Imaging Futures: 

A Trans-Nigerian Conversation.

April 2019

Re-launching of The Trans-African Journal.

April 2019

Relaunch of i-Visible Project

February 2019

Completion of exhibition materials from Lagos-Maputo 2018 

Road Trip (film, chapbooks, photographs, project report).

April - October 2019

Re-launch of the Invisible Borders Book project.

January – November 2019

Invitations: Exhibition/Workshops linked to 

Trans-African Road Trip(s) 

2019 Projects

May 2019

The Journey Series Children’s Book 

August – November 2019

Trans-African Road Trip: Lagos-Maputo 

2019 



OUR EMAIL           : info@invisible-borders.com

OUR PHONE          : +234 812 887 1210

OUR FACEBOOK   : Invisible Borders Trans-African Organisation

OUR TWITTER       : @InvisibleBord

OUR INSTAGRAM : @InvisibleBorders

5, Popoola Street, Bariga,

Lagos State, Nigeria.

OUR ADDRESS




